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In the meantime, India opted for nuclear weapons for self-defence. V and remote sensing for natural resources
survey and management, environmental monitoring, meteorology and geology. The Antrix Corporation, a
wholly Government owned company, which was established in , is engaged in commercial marketing of space
products and services. The rocket was assembled in a nearby church which had been acquired for building the
said station. In our case it is infact imperative since India has emerged as IT giant of the world. The
panchromatic camera is designed to provide imageries with around one meter spatial resolution and a swath of
10 km. After U. Telemedicine is one of the unique applications of Space Technology for societal benefit. The
launch rocket took 12 minutes to put Rohini in its orbit round the earth. ISRO ambitiously planned to develop
and manufacture Geosynchronous Space Launch Vehicle GSLV incorporating cryo-engine technology
capable of placing 2, kg satellites in the geosynchronous transfer orbit. Placed at a height of over kilometres, it
can identify objects as small as a car. Now the country enjoys a respectful position in the countries of the
world. The objective of the CartoDEM project is to prepare seamless elevation model for Indian landmass and
generate corresponding ortho-image using Cartosat-1 data. With this, India entered the domestic satellite
communication era. Image Source: static. It has proved the worth of the technological talents of Indian
scientists. It used an indigenous SLV-3 vehicle. Glacial retreat of Bhaga, Chandra, Parbati, Baspa and
Alaknanda basin is estimated and field verifications carried out in Baspa and Alaknanda basins. It has its own
rocket launching station at Thumba, near Thiruvananthapuram. Meanwhile India was busy in solving its
problems of hunger and poverty.


